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Big Blue Apples
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
On July 15, IBM and Apple announced “an exclusive
partnership that teams the market-leading strengths of
each company to transform enterprise mobility
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And they have no respect for the status quo. You can quote

gratulations on your first personal computer. Putting real com-

them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them. But the

puter power in the hands of the individual is already improving

only thing you can’t do is ignore them. Because they change

the way people work, think, learn, communicate and spend

things. They push the human race forward. And while some

their leisure hours...When we invented the first personal com-

may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius. Because the

puter system, we estimated that over 140,000,000 people

people who are crazy enough to think they can change the

worldwide could justify the purchase of one, if only they un-

world, are the ones who do.”
The Think Different campaign ran for five years and

derstood its benefits. Next year alone, we project that well
over 1,000,000 will come to that understanding. Over the

seems almost whimsical when you compare it to other ex-

next decade, the growth of the personal computer will con-

pressions of the suits vs. misfits conflict. In 1984, Apple cre-

tinue in logarithmic leaps. We look forward to responsible

ated what some have called the greatest television ad ever

competition in the massive effort to distribute this American

aired. Leveraging the global anxiety expressed in George Or-

technology to the world. And we appreciate the magnitude of

well’s classic novel 1984, the 1984 Super Bowl commercial

your commitment. Because what we are doing is increasing

was supposed to introduce the Macintosh personal com-

social capital by enhancing individual productivity. Welcome to

puter. Directed by Ridley Scott, the commercial had only

the task.

one national airing, yet many still can recall the content and

apple”

impact of the ad’s message. The conformists, seated mindlessly watching a screen, were the suits, and the female athlete who slings a sledge hammer into a screen is the rebel,

Some have called the tone of the welcome letter playful;
others parse its sarcasm as something darker.

declaring war between the PC and the “big iron” installed in
corporate basements and computer rooms around the

ARMISTICE IN JULY

country.

July’s joint press release promises that IBM will create more

The antipathy between Steve Jobs and his competitors

than 100 industry-specific enterprise solutions, including

was often both colorful and public. You might think that

native apps developed exclusively from the ground up for

he reserved his most acerbic comments and observations

iPhone and iPad. Big Blue will also optimize its cloud ser-

for Bill Gates at Microsoft, but he saw Big Blue as a

vices for iOS. For its part, Apple will tailor new AppleCare

greater threat. Looking back, he told his official biogra-

service and support for the enterprise and will create new

pher Walter Isaacson, “IBM was essentially Microsoft at its

packaged offerings from IBM for device activation, supply,

worst. They were not a force for innovation; they were a

and management.
Oh yes, a network of 100,000 IBM staffers, software de-

force for evil.”
Thinking back to 30 years prior, Jobs explained to Isaac-

cooperative venture. And Big Blue’s big data will be coming

some giant mistake and IBM wins, my personal feeling is

to Apple mobiles under a shared data cloud.

that we are going to enter sort of a computer Dark Ages for

In an internal memo, Apple CEO Tim Cook explained

about 20 years. Once IBM gains control of a market sector,

that this dedicated effort in the enterprise isn’t something

they almost always stop innovation.”

that has—excuse the expression—come out of the blue.

No equivocating there. And when you think about it, Mi-

Rather, “it...builds on the incredible momentum in Apple’s

crosoft and Apple were operating in the same dynamically

enterprise business. iPhone and iPad can be found in 98%

evolving sector: PCs. IBM was corporate, not personal and

of the Fortune 500.” Penetration in the Global 500 is a simi-

mainframe, not desktop. When IBM did finally release its

lar 92% for Apple tablets and phones. “With this announce-

first PC in 1981, Jobs took out a full-page ad in The Wall

ment,” Cook continued, “we’re now putting IBM’s renowned

Street Journal two weeks after the launch. The all-text adver-

big data analytics at iOS users’ fingertips...This is a radical

tisement read:

step for enterprise and something only Apple and IBM can
“Welcome, IBM.
Seriously.

60

velopers, and consultants will be put to work on this new

son what he felt at the time: “If, for some reason, we make

deliver.”
Well, so much for that age-old adage that the past is

Welcome to the most exciting and important marketplace

merely prologue. Makes you wonder what’s next. A Google-

since the computer revolution began 35 years ago. And con-

Apple summit, perhaps? SF
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